
ENGLISH  
Instruction: You are offered the test items with one correct answer from five 

proposed ones.  
  1. Synonym of “delicious”  

A) disgusting  
B) soft  
C) bitter  
D) tasty   
E) sour  

  2. The end of proverb 
No pains, no … .  
A) gains  
B) story  
C) dream   
D) sweet  
E) help  

  3. Cardinal number  
A) fifth  
B) sixth  
C) first  
D) third  
E) eighty  

  4. The correct variant 
… with children is very interesting.  
A) Work  
B) Jump  
C) Watch  
D) Playing  
E) Clap   

  5. The correct variant of word 
People in the café usually ask for free public Wi-Fi, particularly the … .  
A) news  
B) pensioner   
C) baby  
D) kid  
E) young  

  6. The correct noun 
There are a lot of ____in forests of Kazakhstan.  
A) wolves  
B) hare  
C) sheeps  
D) oxes  
E) fox  

   
  



7. Correct sentence in Reported Speech 
Mrs. Black told her husband: “I have lost my keys”. 
Mrs. Black told her husband she … keys.  
A) had lost my  
B) had lost her  
C) has lost her  
D) had lost his   
E) have lost her  

  8. Correct sentence  
A) He plays tennis usually on Saturday.  
B) Usually he plays on Saturday tennis.  
C) He usually plays tennis on Saturday.   
D) He on Saturday plays tennis usually.    
E) He plays usually tennis on Saturday.  

  9. The Gerund 
A) brought  
B) taking  
C) influence  
D) to speak   
E) helped  

10. Correct variant of Complex Object 
Mary saw them … in the playground.  
A) to play 
B) will play  
C) plays 
D) playing 
E) played  

11. Adverb of frequency  
A) extremely  
B) always  
C) especially   
D) quickly  
E) nearby  

12. Correct articles 
My ideal school is in … centre of … city near … big park.  
A) -/a/the  
B) the/a/a  
C) the/the/a  
D) a/the/the  
E) the/-/a   

  



13. Present Continuous Passive  
A) The house was been cleaned.   
B) The house was being cleaned.   
C) The house is been cleaned.   
D) The house is being cleaning.   
E) The house is being cleaned.   

14. Fraction 7/8  
A) seventh eight  
B) seven eighths  
C) seventh of eighths  
D) seventh eighth  
E) seven and eight  

15. The correct sentence with the similar meaning 
He said to me: “This is how you download the file.”  
A) He offered me to download the file.  
B) He refused to explain anything to me.  
C) He didn’t explain to me how download the file.   
D) He explained to me how to download the file.  
E) He promised to download the file.  

16. The correct Reported speech 
Mike said to Helen: “I want to talk to you”.  
A) Mike told Helen he wants to talk to her.  
B) Mike tell Helen he wanted to talk to her.  
C) Mike told Helen he wanted to talk to her.  
D) Mike tells Helen he wanted to talk to her.  
E) Mike told Helen he want to talk to her.   

17. The right variant 
Life in big cities is … than in small towns.  
A) most expensive   
B) expensiver  
C) the most expensive  
D) more expensive  
E) expensive  

18. Correct preposition 
Aigerim is bored … Chemistry.   
A) over  
B) above  
C) away  
D) with  
E) from  

  



19. The correct verbs 
He … it … to be a great film.  
A) said/shall go  
B) asked/was going  
C) told me/was going    
D) explains/going  
E) advised me/go  

20. Appropriate variant of Conditional sentence 
If you … harder, you … the exam.  
A) study/will have been failed  
B) had studied/wouldn’t have failed  
C) have studied/shouldn’t fail  
D) studied/have been failed  
E) won’t study/would have failed   

 
  



Instruction: You are offered the test items on the base of context with one 
correct answer from five proposed ones. Read the context attentively and do the 
items.  

Space Tourism 
Astronauts are not the only people travelling to space anymore. Everyone can 

buy a ticket and spend their holiday in space, as long as they have the money! Make 
your reservations now. The space tourism industry is officially open for business, and 
tickets cost at least $20 million for a one-week stay in space. Despite reluctance from 
NASA, Russia made American businessman Dennis Tito the world’s first space 
tourist. Tito flew into space aboard a Russian Soyuz rocket that arrived at the 
International Space Station (ISS) on April 30, 2001. South African businessman 
Mark Shuttle was the second space tourist. He took off aboard the Russian Soyuz on 
April 25, 2002, also bound for the ISS. Greg Olsen, an American businessman, 
became tourist number three to the ISS on October 1, 2005. On September 18, 2006 
Anousheh Ansari, a telecommunications entrepreneur, became the first female space 
tourist and the fourth space tourist overall. Space tourism will be one of the most 
lucrative industries in the 21st century. There are already several space tourism 
companies planning to build suborbital vehicles and orbital cities within the next two 
decades. These companies have invested millions believing that the space tourism 
industry is on the verge of taking off.   
21. Correct variant 

Dennis Tito is … world’s first space tourist.  
A) the  
B) an  
C) on  
D) in  
E) a  

22. Adjective in the phrase  
A) a telecommunications entrepreneur  
B) spend their holiday  
C) make your reservations now  
D) on September, 18  
E) lucrative industries   

23. Complete the sentence according to the text 
The construction companies want to build … in the future.  
A) beautiful garden  
B) insect farms  
C) plantations to grow trees   
D) suborbital vehicles and orbital cities  
E) uninhabited island  

  



24. Complete the sentence according to the text 
The price of the space ticket costs … dollars.  
A) one hundred million  
B) two hundred million  
C) one million  
D) twenty million  
E) two hundred and fifty million   

25. The first woman who travel to space  
A) Peggy Whitson  
B) Lucid Shannon  
C) Anousheh Ansari   
D) Susan Helms  
E) Sally Ride  

 
  



Instruction: You are offered the test items with one or more correct answers.  
26. The meaning(s) of the proverb “East or West home is best.”  

A) You need to travel to discover the world.  
B) There are many exciting places in the world.  
C) It’s so nice to have a cottage.  
D) There is no better place than home.  
E) There is nothing like travelling.  
F) Each country has it’s own traditions.      
G) Visiting different countries is nice.  
H) There is nothing like home.  

27. The synonym(s) of “horrible”   
A) awful  
B) terrible  
C) difficult  
D) typical  
E) terrifying  
F) different  
G) similar  
H) dangerous  

28. Appropriate variant(s) 
There is a pair of … in the box.  
A) scissors  
B) tights  
C) cheese   
D) course  
E) shorts  
F) souce  
G) cloth  
H) glass  

29. Appropriate variant(s) 
The caution board protects people … falling when the floor is wet.  
A) with  
B) above  
C) out  
D) down  
E) up  
F) off  
G) on  
H) from   

  



30. Plural noun(s)   
A) man  
B) woman  
C) tooth  
D) child  
E) foot  
F) teeth  
G) person  
H) geese  

31. Appropriate verb(s) 
There … a lot of oranges in the fridge.  
A) have  
B) was  
C) is  
D) are  
E) were  
F) has  
G) be   
H) am  

32. Complete the sentence  
A/an … can develop children’s communicative skills.  
A) nanny  
B) clerk  
C) engineer  
D) architect  
E) teacher  
F) psychologist     
G) plumber  
H) miner  

33. Fraction(s) 1/6  
A) one point six  
B) first of sixs  
C) one of the sixth   
D) one of the six  
E) first of sixth  
F) one of six  
G) one sixth  
H) one part of sixth  

  



34. Sentence(s) with Complex Object and Complex Subject  
A) He is watching a hockey game.  
B) Is it raining?  
C) Sue came home at 7 p.m.  
D) Never let him go.  
E) Did you use to play football?  
F) You can’t make me do such things.  
G) Sue bakes a cake.  
H) He is known to be a great sculptor.   

35. The diagram shows the following information  

         
A) Teens’ indifference to Dramas  
B) Sport is not popular in the USA  
C) TV viewing of adults in the USA  
D) Nobody loves Talk Shows  
E) The TV watched by young people in the USA  
F) The US teenagers’ preference for TV programmes  
G) The US Teens’ love to Sitcoms  
H) Teenagers prefer to watch Talk Shows more than Drama  
 

 


